
One Block Wonders 

 
Using one fabric and one shape we will be making a one-of-a-kind quilt. 

We are using random cutting, and a hexagon shape with simple piecing and no y-seams, to create a textured quilt 

full of pockets of color and movement. 

 

There is an orientation for this class. You do not need to bring anything, except this supply list and a pencil. We will 

go through many options, so please wait for this orientation before purchasing. We try to provide the best prices 

and service that we can. Our store is open until 6pm weekdays and until 8:30 pm Thursdays. Please come prepared 

to class. If you need supplies please allow enough time before class to get them, we must start classes on time to 

accomplish all that we have to teach. 

Please read our class policy before class.  

Thank You.  

 

*No perfumes in class please, there are many with allergies.  

 
Supplies: 

6 x 24” ruler (or similar)  Cutting edge tool (orange strips) 

Sharp rotary cutter and mat 

¼” foot for the sewing machine 

Flower head flat pins (loads)    

100% Cotton Thread to blend with the fabric  

Super 60 ruler (Put True grips on the back of the Super 60 to prevent slipping) This is the best ruler for the 

project. 

One Block Wonder book (10% off for class members) 

Design wall  

Masking tape 

Thread snips  Seam ripper  Indoor shoes mug 

 

Choosing the fabric: 

We will get the full quilt from one fabric, so we need to choose the right kind. It is best to come to the 

orientation to hear about good choices. We use mirrors to see what they will look like. Some fabrics are 

spectacular and some are only “ok” – we want spectacular! 

We need fabric with a large print that has some background (preferably mottled or swirled?). The pattern has to 

be varied, so that we can get “pockets” of colors that wash across the quilt. Avoid small prints, prints that repeat 

often, frequent straight lines.  

 

How much fabric?: 

We need 6 large repeats plus .5 of a meter – for original reference and for the oops factor.  

Fabrics that work the best are ones with a repeat of 24” (a smaller repeat works, but you will need 12 repeats, not 

6 and some blocks will be similar). Do not get less than 12” repeat. 

*Approximately 4.5 meters for a good lap/twin size, 5.5m if you want to repeat it in a border. This can work for a 

queen too, by adding bigger and pieced borders. 

 

Homework: 

Do not prewash your fabric. Spray with Best Press and iron the fabric before class - *leave the fold in the 

fabric. 

Wind up two bobbins with cotton thread to blend. 

 


